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LASAC Meeting Notes 
October 26, 2016 

4-7PM 

Lone Tree Library 
 

 

Meeting called by: Cheri Davis Type of meeting: Legal Advisory Services Advisory Council 

Facilitator: Cheri Davis Note taker: Cheri 

Timekeeper:    

 

Attendees: LASAC members/Kirk Neuroth/Mandy Turner 

Please read: Agenda 

Please bring: All prep materials sent in email before meeting 

Notes 

Agenda item: 1.  Welcome Presenter: Mathew 

Discussion:   Welcome New Members-Geri Tierney, Michelle Greene, Lori Dowds, Janelle Paccione-First 2 year terms 
to expire 6/30/18. 

Conclusions:  All vacancies on the LASAC have been filled 
   

Action items Person responsible Deadline 

 Update website Cheri asap 

 

 

Agenda item: 2.  State Board Rule Process & Update-Fact Sheet Presenter: Cheri & Carole 

Discussion 1:  Carole was running late so Cheri presented the Fact Sheet, update and proposal.  The Rule Review is on 

hold while the CCDHH statutes are updated.  Cheri proposed the LASAC focus on a “Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOP) Manual”.  This manual can be a comprehensive guide for the LAS as well as for service providers and consumers 
that is easily accessible on the CCDHH website.  It will also be a “living document” that can be reviewed and updated 
annually by the LASAC with input from stakeholder communities.  Cheri presented the first draft of the outline which listed 
all of the topics to be covered as well as an example of the “Scheduling Process” that has already been started.  As topics 
are fleshed out, they will be shared with the LASAC for feedback as well as with members of the stakeholder 
communities.  Carole has advised that the rule revision process can be much more efficient if specifics regarding the daily 
operation of the program are removed from and instead the various sections of rule refer to the SOP for the specifics.  
Work on the SOP Manual can begin now so will be ready when the timing is right to update the rules.   

Conclusions:  The members of the LASAC agreed that this strategy will allow them to move forward in a more timely 
and efficient manner and will allow for more flexibility and transparency regarding internal program policies and 
procedures. 
 
Discussion 2:  Lariisa brought forward 2 concerns that she received from an interpreter:  1)prioritizing assignments to 
Status I interpreters, as stated in the current rule; 2)interpreter interns working with Status II mentors. 
1)  There was discussion about how CCDHH-LAS currently queries and assigns interpreters taking many factors in to 
account and how each situation is different.  An SOP that explains the scheduling process will help interpreters 
understand the bigger picture.  2)  It was explained that some areas of the state do not have Status I interpreters who are 
trained mentors so Status II interpreters, who have had the training, are allowed to work with the interpreters to gain 
supervised experience hours.  The issues of the definition of the statuses, mentoring and supervised experience hours 
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will be revisited during the work on those topics for the SOP Manual especially in light of the current changes happening 
with RID. 

 

Action items Person responsible Deadline 

 Begin drafting SOP’s & share with the LASAC Cheri Jan, 2017 

 Initiate email dialogue regarding each topic with LASAC Cheri As required 

 Establish ad-hoc committees for specific topics Cheri As required 

 Email response to concerned interpreter with update from meeting Lariisa asap 

 Suggest  Status I training idea to the LIC (CRID Legal Int. Committee) Janelle  

 

 

Agenda item:  3.  2017 Independent Contract Feedback/Comments Presenter:  Cheri 

Discussion:  Cheri outlined the differences in the independent contract for 2017:  1)  proof of insurance, auto and 

professional liability, must be submitted;  2)  no CCDHH Director signature required.  Once an independent contractor 
signs and sends in the their contract, it is considered an acceptance of the offer to provide the work under the specified 
terms.  If CCDHH-LAS makes any change to the contract or the fee schedules, new signatures must be obtained.   

Conclusions:  No major concerns with the Independent Contract Agreement for 2017 
 

Action items Person responsible Deadline 

 Meet with Contract’s Supervisor to finalize Cheri Nov. 4 

 

 

Agenda item: 4.  Fee Schedules Feedback/Comments Presenter: Cheri 

Discussion:  Lariisa had a question about when the rates were last increased and that she would like to see some kind 
of matrix with additional pay tied to years of experience and add level of education.  Lariisa also mentioned that there 
needed to be clarification about payment of the “last minute fee” when the assignment gets cancelled.  Cheri also 
explained how CCDHH-LAS deducts time for lunch for all-day assignments and noted that it would be clarified. 
 
Conclusions:  Clarifications regarding the 2 issues above need to be done before the fee schedules are finalized. 
 

Action items Person responsible Deadline 

 Clarify payment of “last minute fee” for cancelled assignments Cheri Nov. 4 

 
 Clarify deduction of lunch from all-day assignments Cheri Nov. 4 

   

 

Agenda item: 5.  Results of Interpreter Rate Survey Presenter: Cheri 

Discussion:  A hourly rate survey was done at the request of sign language interpreters who feel they have not gotten 
raises in several years and that a “tiered” pay structure would be more fair to compensate those with many years of 
experience and additional education.  Cheri explained that a Survey Monkey survey was sent to all independent contract 
sign language interpreters in Aug.  Data was also collected from other comparable states, and from other government 
and private agencies in Colorado.  
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Conclusions: 
CCDHH-LAS rates are within a reasonable range compared to other states, public and private agencies and freelance 
rates.  A substantial rate increase was given in 2015 and more information and analysis is required before making a 
change to rates in the fee schedules that become effective Jan. 1, 2017. 

 

Action items Person responsible Deadline 

 Present report at quarterly CCDHH meeting  Cheri Dec. 1 

 Continue to research other types of pay structures Cheri ongoing 

 Monitor program budget and revisit the issue for 2018 fee schedules Cheri ongoing 

 

Other Information 

 

6.  Lariisa presentated a training proposal brought forward from the Colorado Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf-Legal 
Interpreter Committee (CRID-LIC).  Those who provide the mentoring for the required supervised experience hours are 
seeing inconsistencies and gaps in training while mentoring proteges in recent years.  They would like to see a 
standardized, linear approach for attaining the required 65 training hours as opposed to the current system where 
interpreters find various legal workshops that add up to 65 hours.  The LIC is proposing training for both mentors and 
proteges to improve the quality and consistency of services.  They also propose that the current 8-hour Judicial 
Orientation be in addition to the required existing training hours (currently 65).  As the SOP around training and 
supervised experience is developed in the coming year, CCDHH-LAS will include members of stakeholder groups, 
including the LIC, and this proposal will be part of that discussion. 

 

Observers:  None 

Resources:  all attachments sent before meeting 

 

 

Special notes:  Next CCDHH Board Meeting, Dec. 1
st
, 4-7pm, 4141 E. Dickenson Street, Denver, CO, 80222 

 


